
 
Doable Doses of Kimochis for  

Early Childhood 

Week ONE 

Getting Started with Kimochis in the classroom 

1. Print one Kimochis feeling chart to post on your classroom door or 
wall.  (Often kids from other classes will stop to enjoy looking at all 
the fun feeling faces, which makes your class feel fun and 
welcoming!) 

2. Consider sending one feeling chart home for each student in your 
classroom in order to promote feeling language carryover.  

3. Don’t teach a thing (YET) with your new Kimochis feeling chart. 
Just let your children, parents, and other teacher’s curiosity build 
naturally. 

4. In a few days, let your class know they are going to become feeling 
detectives in the coming weeks.  Share that feeling detectives have 
words and tools for what they are feeling. Explain that when you 
become a feeling detective everything becomes a lot more fun at 
school and home! 

Week TWO 

Become A Kimochis Feeling Detective 

1. Select a student per day to be your classrooms feeling detective. 
2.  The feeling detective stands with the teacher and points to the 

Kimochis feeling he/she wants to have the class look for that day. 
3.  The teacher asks the class to do the following in unison. 
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“Everyone say the feeling word.” (The teacher says the word first) 

“Everyone make the feeling face.” 

“Everyone make the feeling sound.” 

 4. The teacher asks students to: 

“Clap if this feeling word is familiar.” 

“Share in kid words what this feeling means if you know.” 

1.  The teacher shares what the feeling means if necessary.  
2. Challenge students to look for this feeling throughout the coming 

day.  The teacher says, 

“Notice if you have this feeling today.” 

“Notice if you see this feeling in other people today.” 

“Notice what people do when they have this feeling.” 

1.  Wrap-up your school day with the feeling detective by your side. 
He or she begins sharing and then calls on classmates to share. 

Week THREE 

Starting Your School Day with Positivity 
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● To start your students’ day on the right foot, invite students to point 
to a feeling they want to have more of today. The teacher should 
also choose a feeling. Ex. I want to have more hopeful. 

Note:  You can choose a new feeling each day or each week. 

● Have students share one way to create more hopeful feelings 
today. Again, the teacher will share too. Ex.  I can create hopeful 
thoughts by telling myself, I can learn hard things. 

● Invite students to also predict and point to a “hard to have” feeling 
they don’t want to have today or this week but think might happen. 
It is helpful if the teacher can share too. Ex: I might feel 
disappointed if the rain keeps us from outdoor recess. 

● Together, create a positive plan for what all will say and do should 
this hard to have feeling happen.  (Role-play the plan for practicing 
positive communication) Ex. If someone cuts you in line act out 
what to say and do. 

Week FOUR 

Kimochis Mailboxes 

1. Kids enjoy getting and sending mail. 
2. Create a simple Kimochis mailbox with two large envelopes. 

Create one envelope with a smile and one with a frown. 
3. Photocopy and cut out the Kimochis Make Your Own Feeling 

Template. 
4. Put crayons and other writing utensils by this mail station. 
5. Demonstrate or role play how to use the New Kimochis Mailbox 

○ Draw a face and color 2 Make Your Own Feelings.  (Happy 
and Sad) 
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○ Put your colored feeling in the corresponding envelope.  For 
example, if it was a hard to have feeling it will go in the 
envelope with the frown.  If it is a nice to have feeling it will go 
in the envelope with the smile. 

○ Tell your students they can write their name on the back of 
the feeling face if they wish or not. 

○ Explain at the end of the day you will be checking your 
Kimochis mailbox to see how all of your friend’s day was. 
Share that from time to time you may bring the Kimochis 
feeling mail to circle time to share all the feelings friends are 
having at school.  You will not name names but rather simply 
share feelings. 
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